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This Activity aim to to (1) To giving skill and knowledge in making of PKK mulok sheet job with topic: [diligence] of textile, food of fish, ripe [of] food of fruit, tailors [ship], (2) Can practice chosen sheet job to be realized in real object with time which have been determined, (3) Can carry out race making of sheet job to participant of training.

In this training [of] its target [is] teachers of mulok PKK SLTP which have followed training of creativity and making of craft handy in program applying of IPTEKS year 2001-2002 counted 19 teacher orange. Training given in the form of klasikal and individually. Items having the character of teorikal given in the form of klasikal, items having the character of practice given individually. Its Training items about: (1) Characteristic instruction of good skill and Role of appliance Assist instruction of skill (sheet job), (2) Application of job sheet [at] PKK mulok, (3) Practice making of object become from selected sheet job and made by participant.

Result of this training in the form of corps product of job sheet (19 this topic of from 19 participant), despitefully made by sheet job [is] participant [is] also assessed [by] which [is] later, then grouped to become the following categories: Category (A) very good 47%, and good category (B) 42%, and also good enough category (C) 11%. As participant follow-up given [by] duty make sheet job which must be realized become real object. With existence of corps of job sheet expected [by] teachers of mulok PKK can develop study items more is varying.
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